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ABSTRACT 

In this project, the design of vibration based piezoelectric energy harvester is proposed. Energy harvesting 

is done by storing the small amount of energy from the environment for its usage in future. Piezoelectric materials 

have the ability of converting mechanical energy parameters such as pressure, vibration, forces into electrical energy. 

The energy harvesting is done by various types like biomechanical energy harvesting, photovoltaic energy 

harvesting, thermal generation, electrostatic, piezoelectric and electromagnetic energy harvesting. Among these 

systems, piezoelectric energy harvesting system can produce efficient energy. Electrical charges can be produced by 

them when load is applied mechanically. This system is done with two diaphragm shaped materials, where the 

ceramic diaphragm is made hollow and the piezoelectric diaphragm is connected internally into ceramic diaphragm 

using beams. Then the boundary load is applied on the inner diaphragm and made to vibrate. This vibration takes 

place continuously and electric potential is produced. This mechanism is carried out in COMSOL software under 

MEMS domain. The proposed energy harvester is capable of generating power in the range of 3.28 mW for the 

applied pressure in the range 1-6 pa. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Micro Electro Mechanical Systems: Micro Electro Mechanical systems can be abbreviated as MEMS, an advanced 

product and equipment design concept have already emerged in order to cater the development of miniaturized 

products. In essence, MEMS technology is an extended from of traditional microelectronic IC fabrication technique 

and an advanced process as for as micro manufacturing of micro system is concerned.  

The fabrication methods of MEMS are micromachining, assembly and system integration, packaging etc. 

The general estimation of Pressure, Force, Rate of Angular Motion, Torque, Flow and linear Acceleration is done by 

MEMS Sensors and this sensing and Actuation process involves variety of methods. 

MEMS have a characteristic length scale very small size.  

It has been identified as one of the most provocative and fulfilling technology for the century that has the 

capability to identify and combine industry and consumer care by bringing together Silicon Based Microelectronics 

with Micromachining Technology. 

The various devices that function using microsystem concept have the ability to change the lifestyle of 

people. 

MEMS devices possess the ability to monitor, perform and actuate on a microscale level and it can be 

generate its effect on the microscale level unity factor of a MEMS device apart from terminology is the way, the 

devices are made. 

The electronics that deals with devices is fabricated by using computer chip IC technology, the biomedical 

parts are fabricated by silicon and other substrate by micromachining process. 

The bulk of surface micromachining with height aspect ratio selectively removes few layers of silicon or can 

add structural layer to form the electromechanical components. 

Energy Harvesting: It is also given by the name scavenging or harvesting of power and is the process by which 

energy is obtained from other external resources. Sources such as solar, wind, thermal, salinity gradients and kinetic 

energy are some of the examples through which scavenging can be done. 

These are utilized and are put to use in small, wireless autonomous device which are applied in wearable 

electronics and in WSN energy harvesting devices that provide a small amount of power or low energy electronics. 

Sources of Harvesting the Power: The classification by which harvesting of Energy is done can be arranged 

systematically depending upon the type of the source for which the scavenging is done. 

This is similar to the case where piezoelectric Harvesters are used to acquire usable electrical energy from 

mechanical energy that was scavenged. There are a wide range of sources that are available for Harvesting of energy 

resources and they are Turbines that function using wind, Photovoltaic cells, generators that work on 

thermoelectricity and piezoelectric devices that function using mechanical vibrations. 

Energy harvesters should be handled with care while using while using under the embedded systems that 

could lead to improvising of the performance and life expectancy of the system.  

Sensor Networks: The aim of obtaining an unobtrusive, healthcare that is automated and used for diagnosing chronic 

illness using invasive and non-invasive methods is to focus on a new growing multidisciplinary field of research, 

which is a Body Sensor Network which is itself a specific instance of a more general topic, that of the wireless sensor 

network. WSN is a concept that involves many inconspicuous, self-contained sensor nodes which are often referred 
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as motes to transmit and collect information. Apart from its medical use, WSN can be used for structural monitoring 

of building ,obtaining status of machinery; monitor surrounding of environment to make it comfortable for military 

tracking, security, human guidance system, wearable computing.  

Maintenance of these wireless sensors always needs to be kept to a minimum to reduce cost because access 

to the devices may be limited, because, for example, the sensors might be embedded inside structures or because the 

number of sensors may simply be too numerous to consider a routine maintenance plan. Wireless sensor networks 

are one of the key enabling technologies for a concept first formally put forward in 1991 by Mark Weiser.  

Weiser described the concept of ubiquitous computing as the technologies make them volunteered in 

everyday life until they become part and parcel of it. Weiser envisages a world full of embedded devices, which 

people unconsciously to accomplish everyday tasks” more efficiently and easily than they could without them. 

 The devices will only become truly ubiquitous if they do not require maintenance. Bill Gates presented 

similar ideas 11 years later. In order for Weiser’s ubiquitous computers to become a reality, they must be context 

aware, i.e. the systems require information regarding various aspects of the user’s situation in order to adapt their 

behavior accordingly and many aspects of such systems rely on WSNs to achieve context awareness. 

As highlighted above, one of the main problems with achieving the required ultra-low maintenance and long 

operating life of WSN motes is providing a power source which can power the device for its entire desired operating 

duration. In general, the relatively low energy density of batteries of around 1 kJ/cm3, and the variable size of 

information processing signifies that the batteries have a control over the size of devices that are required to have 

long run times.  

2. MEMS TECHNOLOGY  

The number of micro sensors used have increased considerably from the past years till now and its 

applications are evident in the field of Manifold Pressure Analysis of Automotive and air bag sensors to biomedical 

applications. Future predictions have foretold about the mechanical micro sensor making it big in the industry. Main 

reasons for this is that the enabling technologies function on the basis of integrated circuit industry.  

The manufacturing cost of a pressure sensor that is used commercially ranges around 1 Euro and this cost is 

because of the cost of producing the IC is inversely proportional to the quantity manufactured. The IC technology in 

the recent days has been similar to the one that that has been in use from 1960s which makes use of a range of 

transistors on a chip to double every 18 months, referred as the Moore’s Law. This has major implications on the 

electronic systems associated with micro sensors. These have one more advantage which is the material by which it 

is manufactured, silicon. 

The Properties of Silicon makes it viable for its usage in Mechanical background. This evidently proves that 

mechanical sensors are the future devices of interest.  

 The sensing process is performed by using transducers. Transducer is an electronic device that is capable of 

convention of one form of energy to another form. The term transducer and sensor have been used synonymously 

although the concepts are little different in the macro level system design. Transducers are physical element, which 

is a part of a sensor.  

A sensor is merely a sophisticated transducer because of the factor that the signal conditioning circuits are 

capable of amplifying and analyzing weak and raw signals which is obtained at the output of the transducers. 

Depending on the application requirements various types of mechanical micro sensors are fabricated.  

The process of converting any one form of energy into the mechanical form is called as Actuation. The 

process is known as energy transduction. A device that performs these conversions are referred as Actuator. Actuator 

plays an indispensable role in automation control.  

Various types of actuators are used depending upon factors such as force, torque, speed of operation, 

accuracy, precision, power consumption and performance. Actuators are classified under two types namely; 

Mechanical structure based Micro actuators, Active material based Micro actuators.  

There are many structures of micro actuators, in which energy transformation takes place. In view of this, 

the mechanical structures based micro actuators are beam type, cantilever type, plate type or membrane type. The 

plate or membrane type micro actuators are also called diaphragm type micro actuators. The spatial geometries of 

these mechanical structures change when control or bias signals are applied to the components, validating the 

principle of actuation. The structures of to their original shapes when the control signals are withdrawn. So the 

principle of reversibility hold good. 

Piezoelectric Energy Harvesting: Piezoelectric materials have the property of converting mechanical energy that 

is obtained by the process of applying pressure and mechanical vibrations associated with it into Electricity. They 

have the ability of generating an electrical charge when a mechanical load is applied onto it. This property of 

piezoelectric materials is considered by the ones undergoing research in the field of Piezoelectric Harvesters for 

empowering and utilizing them in various applications. 

The properties of piezoelectric materials may change with age, temperature factors and stress applied on it. 

The advantages of using piezoelectric materials are that the piezoelectric materials are its way of generating its own 
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desired voltages and they do not require a separate voltage source and additional components. They can function in 

sync with MEMS Devices and these generators are the simplest and are used in force and impact coupled harvesting 

applications. 

The Piezoelectric effect obtains the mechanical strain and converts it into electric current or voltage. This 

strain is obtained from various sources such as human movement, seismic vibrations that are of low frequency and 

acoustics that are of everyday happenings. For certain cases the piezoelectric harvester operates in AC requiring 

time-varying inputs at mechanical resonance to be efficient. 

Certain Piezoelectric sources are capable of producing power in the order of milli watts , which is considered 

too small for power system applications but is applicable for hand held devices such as self-winding wrist watches. 

Another consideration is that where these can be used for micro-scale devices, such as a micro-hydraulic harvester 

of energy. In such a device, the flow of pressurized hydraulic fluid drives a reciprocating piston supported by three 

piezoelectric elements which converts the pressure fluctuations into an alternating current. 

 
Figure.1. Piezoelectric Effect 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

An Energy harvester structure consists of square shaped piezoelectric material diaphragm supported by beam 

which is attached to outer square shaped ceramic material. The entire structure is built in 3D dimension view using 

COMSOL Multi physics software. The domain used in this report for creating structure is piezoelectric device. 

The stationary study type is selected and the geometry length is set as mm. The workplace is selected on the 

geometry and the outer diaphragm is constructed. The geometry is selected with extrude and build all condition. The 

Boolean operation is selected and this gives the difference between the interior and exterior portion of the diaphragm. 

           Blocks are created from geometry and the inner diaphragm, beams are constructed. A union is formed for the 

inner and outer diaphragm using beams. Materials are analyzed and Lead zincronate titanate (PZT-5A) is used for 

the inner diaphragm and Silicon dioxide is used for the outer diaphragm. The linear elastic material model is used to 

fix the outer diaphragm boundaries and the boundary load is applied on the inner diaphragm. Mesh is applied to the 

structure at extra fine element size.  

  The side walls of ceramic material is fixed using fixed constraint module. The mechanical energy such as 

pressure or force, applied to the diaphragm with help of boundary load module. As a result of mechanical force, the 

diaphragm plate gets displaced from its original position and tends to vibrates to and fro, generates electric potential. 

 
Figure.2. Layout of the vibration based piezoelectric energy harvest Physical dimension 

Table.1. Physical Dimension 

Block  Width (mm)  Depth (mm)  Height (mm)  

Outer diaphragm  1.6   1.6  0.1  

Inner Diaphragm  0.6  0.6  0.1  

Beam 1  0.3  0.1  0.1  

Beam 2  0.3  0.1  0.1  

Beam 3  0.1  0.3  0.1  

Beam 4  0.1  0.3  0.1  

       

  
Figure.3. Structure Design Figure.4. XYZ View Displacement of  

Piezoelectric Plat 
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Figure.5. XY View Displacement of  

Piezoelectric Plate 

Figure.6. ZY View Displacement of  

Piezoelectric Plate 

 

  
Figure.7. XZ View Displacement of  

Piezoelectric Plate 

Figure.8. Pressure vs. Displacement for 

Experimental Result 

Table.2. Simulation Values 

Pressure (Pa) Displacement (*10-13 mm) 

1 1.5335 

2 3.067 

3 4.6005 

4 6.1339 

5 7.6674 

6 9.2009 

4. CONCLUSION  

A design and simulation of vibration based piezoelectric energy harvester is examined in this project. The 

designed energy harvester is capable to generate power in the range of 91 µW – 3.28mW for the applied pressure in 

the range 1-6 pa. It is observed that the simulated results are in accordance with the theoretical values. The generated 

power is sufficient to operate smart watches, wireless body sensors. Therefore, the required performance and 

manufacturing capability can be achieved by compromising the structural and fabrication process. 
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